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Editor’s Note 
 

SVI Foresight for the month of August contains a unique deliberation on a number of 

contemporary strategic and security issues with special relevance to Pakistan. One of the 

articles touches upon a significant issue of the safety and security of Pakistan’s nuclear assets 

and reiterates that Pakistan’s nuclear regime is secured by a multi-layered security system to 

counter any nuclear security threat both from within and outside. The country also has now strong 

credentials on nuclear security, safety and non-proliferation because of which it qualifies for full 

integration in the multilateral export regime.  

Yet another article included in this issue talks about the present situation of nuclear deterrence in South 

Asia and maintains that the likely competition of matching capabilities between India and Pakistan in 

response to amplified threats and interplay of missiles, satellites, and drones will complicate the threat-

perception calculus of the South Asian region. The possibilities and options offered by a variety of such 

potent capabilities can allow India to adopt an aggressive strategy towards Pakistan, which may cause 

Pakistan to increase the alertness level in already murky South Asia. The technological shifts imply that 

India is reassessing its strategy which will adversely impact the Pakistan-China-India triangular nuclear 

dynamics generally and South Asian strategic stability in particular. 

While touching upon India’s nuclear triad, another opinion article talks about the strategic stability in 

South Asia.  The author rightly believes that in the hope of deterring Pakistan, India has taken extreme 

measures.Pakistan has so far willingly steered clear of the option of nuclearizing the Indian Ocean in 

attempts to ensure peace of the region and to not indulge in an arms race. While India on the other 

hand has threatened the peace of the entire region just to satisfy its desire through nuclear triad.  

The readers will also find an interesting debate about India’s NFU policy and an apparent reverse on it. 

the article presents some strong arguments to support the fact that India does not have a defensive 

military posture. As opposed to the popular claim towards disarmament, India has done the exact 

opposite. In reality it has deliberately pursued the road to proliferation and rapid armament. First with 

nuclear submarine testing and now with the potential reversal of No-First use policy on the cards, 

disarmament seems a far-fetched reality for India.  
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Some other significant articles included in this issue analyse India’s naval developments and 

implications for the region, India’s rising nuclear trade aspirations, Indo-Israel defence 

cooperation, North Korea missile test and impact on Korean Peninsula, the ongoing war 

rhetoric between the US and North Korea, CPEC as an effective tool against Terrorism etc.  

It is hoped that the issue will help readers in staying updated with the current political 

environment and they will find the analyses useful. The SVI Foresight team invites and highly 

encourages the contributions from the security and strategic community in form of opinion 

based short commentaries on contemporary political, security and strategic issues. Any 

suggestions for further improvements are welcome at our contact address. Please see here the 

copy of SVI Foresight electronic journal. You can find us on Face book and can also access the 

SVI website.   

Senior Research Associate 
Syedah Sadia Kazmi

mailto:foresight@thesvi.org
http://thesvi.org/svi-foresights/
https://www.facebook.com/svicom
https://thesvi.org/
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North Korea’s Missile Test: Strategic Implications for Deterrence 

Stability in Peninsula 

Qura tul ain Hafeez 

One month and two nuclear tests — the nuclearization of North Korea has made the situation 

vulnerable in East Asian region. On July 28, Pyongyang successfully tested an intercontinental ballistic 

missile “HWASONG-14”. This was the second successful (ICBM) test by North Korea. Earlier, an ICBM 

test was conducted on July 4. 

These tests have raised the concerns of international community that the North Korean missile 

tests hamper the deterrence stability of the Korean peninsula. China called the test “absolutely 

intolerable,” France asked UN, “to take up the violation of its resolutions,” while South Korea, Japan and 

the USA highly condemned these tests 

The missile tests affected not only the allies of North Korea, but in general those of the USA, Japan, 

South Korea, China and Russia. The missile flew about 45 minutes going 3,700 kilometer high in the 

space with a distance covering some 1,000 kilometers carrying a large-sized heavy nuclear warhead. 

North Korea’s nuclear tests cause questions to be raised about the security and stability of the 

Korean Peninsula, especially on the backdrop of the tenacity of that country to be a protagonist in the 

region as a trouble creator. Subsequently at one side it’s a blow to the non-proliferation regime, with 

the peace and strategic environment of the Korean Peninsula being disturbed, and North Korea’s allies 

are facing criticism for aiding its ambitions, and major global power rivalry is increasing. 

Moreover, it will be more difficult for the countries that are trying to obtain NSG membership as 

the non-proliferation regime will be more strictly monitoring activities on behalf of de-facto nuclear 

weapon countries.  The tests would not only suggest a stern warning for the region about the strength 

of North Korea’s ballistic missile capabilities, but also would feed talk regarding the legitimacy of North 

Korean missiles in the weapons proliferation regime. 

Pyongyang is clearly giving a message to the world that it has acquired nuclear technology; Kim 

Jong-Un said that the nuclear weapons program is “a precious asset”. North Korea is materializing a 

strategic nuclear deterrence in the Korean Peninsula in contradiction to its present and potential 

adversaries. Kim has been quoted as saying that, “the whole US mainland is now within North Korea’s 

reach.” This will intensify the xenophobia in the entire North Korean nation with a surge of nationalism 

as a strategy to counter the international pressure. Moreover, it’s claimed that the missile has the range 

that can target all the major cities of USA including Los Angeles, Denver, Chicago as well as New York 

and Boston. Unites States condemned the missile tests with US President Donald Trump stating that, 

“The United States will take all necessary steps to ensure the security of the American homeland and 

protect our allies in the region.” 
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An arms race in the region might increase barricading the efforts towards the arms control and 

further hampering the deterrence stability of the Korean Peninsula. The escalation control depends 

upon the prevailing of deterrence stability. However, North Korea’s nuclear test (HWASONG-14) test 

gives an impression that it’s hard to achieve an escalation control. Most probably to counter this move 

North Korea will need to face further sanctions. 

The most serious concerns might be for Japan and South Korea. HWASONG-14 has the ability to 

reach Japan and United States. It can hit 200 miles towards Japan’s north most island i.e. (Hokkaido) in 

the west of Shakotan peninsula, within Japanese special economic zone. Japan has already bee a victim 

of nuclear weapons and it would not allow a repeat of Hiroshima-Nagasaki and Fukushima. To date, 

Japan has established on a non-nuclear posture for its national security policy. 

Similarly, South Korea will have to consider the costs and benefits of going nuclear. Both the 

states terminated their nuclear program on the United States’ assurance of peace and security for them. 

Japan and South Korea have apprehensions to call for a secure and active extended deterrence. 

North Korea’s nuclear pledge has put its allies Russia and China at risk and under immense 

pressure. Both China and Russia have condemned the North Korean ballistic missile tests. 

China’s Foreign Minister GengShuag said, “China is opposed to North Korea’s launch activities in 

violation of UN Security Council resolutions and against the will of the international community”. 

China faces much of the burden, maybe even more then North Korea, as it is being compelled to assert 

sanctions against North Korea to discontinue itsactions. Chinese Ambassador to the UN Liu Jieyi, is 

president of the Security Council, and has said that North Korea’s nuclear test are against UNSC 

resolutions. 

The current situation might be critical for China to choose between its old friends, while 

maintaining its position in international settings 

In that vein, US Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley has argued that, “Much of the 

burden of enforcing UN sanctions rests with China”. 

China is currently largest goods trading partner of United States. In 2016 China-US trade 

reached $578.6 billion. Exports and imports between China and US totaled $115.8 billion and $462.8 

billion, respectively, while US trade deficit with China was $347.0 billion in 2016. 

Considering China’s trade with North Korea, it was worth $2.6 billion in the first half of 2017 with a 

growth of 40%. 

In other words, North Korea’s nuclear test actually could affect trade between China and USA — 

and which would affect the Chinese economy largely. 

The US has warned China and Russia to cut off trade with North Korea. US Secretary of State Rex 

Tillerson said, “as the principal economic enablers of North Korea’s nuclear weapon and ballistic missile 
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development program, China and Russia bear unique and special responsibility for their growing threat 

to regional and global stability.” 

Bearing the sanctions, while intimidating the international community, these weapons and tests 

will further isolate North Korea, while deteriorating its economy and robbing the nation. Meanwhile the 

splashes of the test are not only limited to the North Korea. Additionally, its allies and other regional 

countries will also be affected thus creating an atmosphere of distress and uncertainty in the Korean 

Peninsula. 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/11082017-north-koreas-missile-test-strategic-implications-for-deterrence-

stability-in-peninsula-oped/ 
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Human Security Challenges in India 

Huma Tariq 

Due to its fastest growing economy, India is home to the world’s richest people, but it is also a home to 

the world’s poorest people because its wealth is hardly redistributed across the population. According 

to World Bank Ranking, India is in top ten growing economies of the world. India’s economic prospects 

for this decade (2010–20), India GDP will grow at an average annual rate of 9.6%, even in the absence of 

reforms. The question is that how much the common masses will benefit from this economic robust 

There are significant indicators which indicate that India is still a ‘Fragile State’, these indicators are 

mostly internal matters of the state such as poverty, hunger, increased economic disparity, population 

growth, number of refugees and Internally Displaced Persons, violent groups within the state, 

corruption and another measure of democratic capacities, provision of education, healthcare, sanitation 

and other services. These all matters come under the broader term of ‘Human Security’ which is now 

widely used to describe the complex of interrelated threats associated with international war, civil war, 

genocide, and the displacement of populations. Human security means, at a minimum, freedom from 

violence, and from the fear of violence. According to the statistics, 50% of Indians do not have proper 

shelter; 70% do not have access to decent toilets (which inspires a multitude of bacteria to host their 

disease party); 35% of households do not have a nearby water source; 85% of villages do not have a 

secondary school and over 40% of these same villages do not have proper roads connecting them to the 

major cities.  

Another issue is that India’s billion-strong population is not only poor but also marvelously 

diverse. It is comprised of a rich mixture of ethnicities, cultures, and religions. Domestic violence 

features an extreme array of perpetrators and victims. Low caste Dalits, despite reductions in caste 

prejudice, continue to be terrorized, he New Delhi-based Institute for Conflict Management registered 

27,000 “caste-crimes” against Dalits in 2007. Right-wing political parties such as the Shiv Sena (and its 

more violent offshoots) periodically sponsor attacks on migrant workers and have driven terrified 

laborers from the western state of Maharashtra. Nearby, in the southwestern states of Kerala and 

Karnataka, and in the eastern state of Orissa, Hindu nationalists target Christian minorities. Meanwhile, 

in the northeast, more than 10,000 people have died from separatist violence over the last decade. 

Dalits (the untouchables), women and some minority ethnic tribes are not included in the official 

poverty count because it is easy for politicians to announce a massive reduction in poverty by just not 

including them in a census. It is simpler to pretend they do not exist at all. There is a continuous rise in 

women and child abuse in recent years, different non-governmental organizations highlight this issue, 

but still the government is unable to address it.  

The paradigm of human security has evolved considerably since its foundation as an alternative 

to a traditional security framework. Despite the various arguments against the increasing securitization 

of socioeconomic concerns, human security today provides the moral fiber for many foreign policies, 

state actions, and international interventions. However, in India state centric frameworks continue to 

make policymaking. Although reforms are under way that seeks to make the government more 
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accountable, transparent, and responsive to the needs of the people, implementing these reforms is 

challenging, given the high levels of corruption, the criminalization of politics, and weak institutions of 

governance. The problem is further complicated by the lack of understanding of the elements of human 

insecurity. For example, the poor define poverty in multidimensional ways that “encompass self-respect, 

autonomy, access to land, and so on, rather than income alone,” while according to the government 

organization poor is the one who is starving. When these affected communities in India revolt as a result 

of the loss of dignity or access to land, the government is only able to view such unrest as a law-and-

order problem that requires police action, rather than implementing responses that are as 

multidimensional as the causes themselves.  

Instead of addressing these human security issues the focus of Indian state is to increase its 

military capabilities and to address the traditional security threats. According to some credible military 

spending of India in 2015 were about $51 billion, it was increased 10% in 2016. And in 2017 it was 

increased to 2.74 trillion Indian rupees (INR) the allocation is about 12.78pc of total government 

expenditure, which is INR 21.47tr. Only 1% of its total budget is spent on health sector same as in 

education. India spent a lot of its budget on repressing the separatist’s movement, but if they try to 

address their grievances, it would be more reasonable. Poor governance and total administrative apathy 

for the developmental needs of marginalized communities have resulted in pockets of acute human 

security deficit. The rise in regional radicalization and the growing influence of left extremism, such as 

the Naxalite or Maoists movement, are only symptoms of emerging disaffection with the government. 

Moreover, it is possible that global trends of radicalization now emerge from India, there is an increase 

in links between organized crimes and terrorism and if it continues, may cause a unique challenge to the 

nation-state.  

In summing up the argument, it can be said that, if India wishes to gain the future benefits of a 

vibrant economy, it must address the growing economic inequalities in its population and corruption. 

Most significantly Indian government and policy maker should divert their attention basic human 

necessities of the people instead of increasing defense budget and arms race in the region. 

 

http://southasiajournal.net/human-security-challenges-in-india/ 
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India’s Naval Development: Implications for Region 

Asia Maqsood 

India is extensively modernizing its navy. Admiral Suresh Mehta the then Chief of Indian Navy in 2008 

stated that till 2022 India has planned to have 160 ships which include three aircraft carriers, 60 

combatants which include submarines and approximately 400 aircrafts of different types. This 

modernization is not only the quantitative but also qualitative by replacing its older vessels with modern 

ships. Regarding quantity, there is an increase in the Navy’s tonnage. In 1991 it was 167,697 tons 

whereas in 2011 it was 217,426 tons. The missile cells on Indian Navy ships increased. As in 1991, there 

were 21 cells while in 2011 there were 402 missile cells on Indian Navy ships. India acquired the INS 

(Indian Nuclear Submarine) from Russia and commissioned in India in 2014. This is the most important 

modern vessel. There are other two carriers which are indigenously produced and expected to be 

commissioned by 2015 and 2018. India’s first nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine is the INS 

Arihant. India obtained six stealth frigates from Russia. It is intended to develop three more frigates 

indigenously. It commissioned Kolkata destroyer by 2014. India’s conflict for beefing up its armed forces 

started after China-India border dispute in 1962. Its initial preference was to modernize its army and air 

force. Its naval expansion was delayed due to the lack of funds and lack of naval vessels. Indian naval 

expansion was started with the Soviets’ supply of naval equipment. India’s quest for great power status 

has motivated India to develop and modernize its blue water navy. To get this objective, India not only 

desires the dominant position in the strategic environment of South Asia but also it wishes for the ability 

to be the policeman of this region to play a greater role in the Indian Ocean. For this India started to 

strengthen its armed forces during the 1960s. After the 1971 war, India was intended to launch a fast 

military buildup that would eventually lead its place in the major powers. In past four decades, India not 

only made economic and military growth but also it demonstrated its capability for the intervention in 

the regional crises. But the process of military build- up was slow in the early 1990s because of the lack 

of funds. Its navy was indeed expanded during the 1980s. Indian military planners were well known of 

the essential pillars of the navy such as ships, submarines, arsenals, bases, and manpower. They ensured 

to keep the balance among three areas. India established trilateral command in the significant Indian 

Ocean Islands namely Andaman and Nicobar which is near to the mouth of Malacca Straits.  

It has modernized its submarine fleet with the assistance of France. Indian economic growth 

rate became sufficient and adequate to spend enough funds for the induction of modern ships, 

submarines, naval aircrafts, helicopters and equipment related to surveillance. India has acquired cruise 

missiles and submarine based missiles. Currently, India’s Navy has 70,000 men, 130 ships, 200 aircrafts 

with an aircraft carrier. The Indian officials are suggesting to double the size of India’s Navy and to triple 

the size of coast guards. It is intended to have 32 more new ships and six more submarines along the 

Russian aircraft carrier named INS Vikramaditya. One source told that India has rapidly increased its 

navy and have joined the list of those countries which have large fleets.  

India was expecting to acquire three more nuclear-powered submarines and three aircraft 

carriers to its stock by 2015. India’s Navy signed bilateral agreements with the Indonesian Navy and 
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Navy of Thailand for the coordinated sea patrols every six months. Till now, India projected the 

appearance of a blue water navy acquiring sufficient strength and capability. India’s defense 

cooperation with U.S. and Israel is providing India advanced or modern weapons. 

India intends to acquire three aircraft carriers; one aircraft carrier is already operational, and the 

other is in the process of refurbishment. The third one is under refurbishment by the Russians. India 

revised its naval doctrine after the Mumbai incident which focused to counter maritime terrorism, 

piracy and to increase coastal security. India’s primary objective of the “Look East” policy of the 1990s 

was to create strategic relations with the Association of South East Asian Nations to make a place for 

itself in the Asia-Pacific to demonstrate its potential for investment.  

India’s strategic thinking perceives a strong link with maritime ambitions and its future destiny. 

Therefore, it views the Indian Ocean as India’s Ocean. The former Indian External Minister Pranab 

Mukherjee stated,  

“India is once again focusing seaward which is natural direction of view for a nation seeking to 

reestablish itself not as a continental power but also as a maritime power as this is of significance on the 

world stage.”  

India’s quest to operate deeply into the Indian Ocean compels it to expand its military and naval 

capabilities. India is capable of having six submarines which were developed under license with French 

technology and is following the order of six more submarines. There are six improved Project 17A 

frigates and a nuclear capable missile submarine. India has also obtained Russian MIG-29K jet fighter for 

its aircraft fleet. In the last three decades, India worked on the Advanced Technology Vessel Program.  

On July 26, 2009, the then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh launched India’s 6000-ton nuclear-

powered submarine INS Arihant which has 85-megawatt nuclear reactor. This was the remarkable day in 

Indian maritime history. On this occasion he said,  

“Today we join a selected group of five nations who possess the capability to build a nuclear-

powered submarine; i.e. the five Permanent Members of the UNSC — the US, Russia, UK, France, and 

China. India’s 95 percent foreign trade passes via the sea”.  

India is moving towards its air force base’s expansion in the Andaman and Nicobar. It intends to 

station Su-30MKI fighters, mid- air refueling tankers and unmanned aerial vehicles which would be a 

short and mid range. It enhanced its cooperation with Indian Ocean Regions playing its role in the 

secession of Bangladesh, operation in Sri Lanka and the suppression of the coup in the Maldives.  

Some observers describe that India perceives the Indian Ocean as its backyard. It’s natural and 

desirable for India to be dominant in this region. This is the world’s only region in which the ocean is the 

single state’s name. India’s naval capability is playing a vital role in its aspirations to be a maritime 

power. During the cold war, the ability of India constrained its naval ambitions. Since its independence, 

Indian Navy was referred as Cinderella of the Armed Forces of India. It was the 1990s when India was 

intended to develop its blue water navy which involved the substantial increment in naval expenditures. 
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Indian budget for armed forces has been increasing. It was at the annual rate of 5 percent from 2001 to 

2005.It was at 10 percent annually from 2005 to 2008.  

These increments have encouraged making changes in the force structure of India’s Navy. India 

emphasizes on the sea control capabilities. In 2008 it was announced that Indian Navy intended to get 

ships more than 160 by 2022. The Indian cost guards may play a complementary role in the navy. Since 

the last decade through the expansion in its naval capabilities, India has been putting more influence in 

the Indian Ocean. It is playing an active role in developing the security relations restricting China in 

building security relations with the Indian Ocean Littoral States.  

According to India’s Maritime Strategy which is a 147 pages document, India is looking forward 

from 2007 to 2022. This indicates India’s current naval strategy described by its authors as a rationale 

for the resurgence of India’s maritime military power. India is an emerging power in 21st century 

growing both military and economically. India’s economic growth is strengthening its military power. Its 

military is building in its all three branches army, air force and navy. India’s growing economic strength 

and military strength are contributing factors to achieve its ambitions to be regional hegemonic power 

in the South Asian region. Its military buildup and military modernization both conventional and non-

conventional is creating asymmetry with its neighboring nuclear state Pakistan in South Asia. It is 

ambitiously moving to play hegemonic role in this region. 

http://southasiajournal.net/indias-naval-development-implications-for-region/ 
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Safety and Security of Pakistan’s Nuclear Assets 

Ubaid Ahmed 

“Security involves not only the capabilities, desires and fears of individual states, but also the 

capabilities, desires and fears of other state with which they interact.” — Barry Gordon Buzan 

Subsequent to the austere nuclearization of India, Pakistan had no real option except to adjust, 

as the peace and security in South Asia depends on such. It is likewise an unquestionable certainty that 

Pakistan’s nuclear faculty, helped by the conventional ability, has been the supporting factor for 

constraining the crises with India from escalating to undesirable limits. 

However the ownership of these nuclear weapons carries with it a paramount national, global 

and moral responsibility that the nuclear faculty is under strong custodial and operational control with 

an ultimate motivation intended only to deter. Necessarily, every nuclear state needs to soundly 

demonstrate and project that it is a ‘responsible nuclear state.’ 

An important global concern about nuclear weapons and nuclear capabilities in general revolves 

around the potential threat of nuclear terrorism. The Harvard Kenedy School’s Belfer Center for Science 

and International Affairs has highlighted four potential type of nuclear and radiological terrorism: a) 

Theft of intact nuclear weapons, b) Theft of nuclear material to make an improvised nuclear explosive 

device or radiological dispersal device (RDD), c) Theft of other radioactive material, and, d) sabotage of a 

nuclear facility or transport mechanisms. The growing concerns over the nuclear security of Pakistan are 

based on a number of assumptions and to deal with these assumptions one ought to examine the 

evolution of the nuclear safety and security system in Pakistan; for it’s really not on a halt. 

Nonetheless, concerns over the safety and security of Pakistan’s nuclear assets by the foreign 

states have always been responded befittingly by official statements, analysts and think tanks based in 

Pakistan and they have been quite vocal over the differential treatment by some ‘powerful actors’ vis-à-

vis India. 

There exists an invariable monitoring of the command and control mechanisms. Pakistan has set 

up a far reaching institutional structure with the National Command authority (NCA) for formulating the 

policy, employment and development of the key frameworks including the strategic systems; chaired by 

Prime Minister, whilst having Strategic Plans Division (SPD) as its secretariat. 

However, the aforementioned structure makes it clear that the final authority to use nuclear weapons 

rests with the civilian chief executive, hence making the command highly centralized subsequently 

requiring the peripheral commanders to report and request authorization for use. Likewise, the security 

division of SPD is maintaining a strong watch on all the aspects of the nuclear program, with operational 

control vested to NCA. Moreover, there exists an academy for imparting dedicated training and skills. 

As far as the legislative framework is concerned Pakistan now has replaced NCA ordinance with 

the NCA act. However the sole purpose of this legislation is to give cover to the NCA for exercising 
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complete command and control over research, development, production and use of nuclear technology. 

Moreover, Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority (PNRA) , regulates and supervises all matters related 

to the safety and radiation protection measures. 

Pakistan likewise approved the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials 

(CPPNM) in October 2000 and all transportation of its sensitive nuclear materials goes under the rules of 

this convention. Much the same as USA, Pakistan takes after Personnel Reliability Program (PRP). This 

program manages faculty screening and leeway, who works in nuclear facilities, strategic organizations 

and other related establishments. 

To the extent physical security of Pakistan’s nuclear assets is concerned, the nuclear 

establishments are distributed geographically protected by a multilayered system of security. In addition 

to this the nuclear warheads owned by Pakistan are kept separate from their delivery system which 

again is the reflection of centralized command authority that favours the never launching aspect of 

‘always/never dilemma’ proposed by Peter d. Feaver in 1992. Similarly the Permissive Action links (PALs) 

ensure that a nuclear weapon can’t be launched unless the necessary codes are provided by state’s 

central authority. As confirmed publicly by General Khalid Kidwai Pakistan’s nuclear warheads are 

equipped now with PALs. 

However, there still prevails another assumption that any terrorist group/organization may 

assault to get hold of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenals but the verifiable appraisal uncovers unmistakably that 

not a solitary militant assault or other related episode has been recorded till date. The initiatives taken 

by Pakistan to demonstrate its atomic security foolproof demonstrate its solid responsibility, ability and 

capability. Nobody ought to stay under the fantasy that the terrorists could assault Pakistan’s atomic 

establishments. To assault the GHQ and the Mehran Naval Base situated in congested urban areas like 

Rawalpindi and Karachi is unique in relation to assaulting Pakistan’s nukes that are dispersed and under 

multi layered command and control framework. 

To conclude, Pakistan nuclear regime is secured by a multi-layered security system to counter 

any nuclear security threat both from within and outside. The country also has now strong credentials 

on nuclear security, safety and non-proliferation because of which it qualifies for full integration in the 

multilateral export regime. 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/15082017-safety-and-security-of-pakistans-nuclear-assets-oped/ 
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India’s Nuclear Triad & South Asia’s Strategic Stability 

Uzge A. Saleem 

India and Pakistan are the two key players in South Asia, and the region’s stability largely depends on 

their bilateral relations. Tensions between the two are nothing new and have existed for decades. 

However with one state on its road to becoming a regional hegemon and the other trying to stop them 

in their tracks is not a good picture for the entire region. India claims that they face a threat from China 

in the north and any measures they take are to counter this menace. They have developed their nuclear 

weapons based this narrative. On the other hand, Pakistan gives a similar narrative claiming India’s 

nuclear program is a threat to Pakistan, and the development of our nuclear weapons is just a 

preventive measure. Both the states are primarily dealing with security dilemma.  

On March 31st, 2016, India tested their K-4 nuclear ballistic missile from INS Arihant. This test 

marked the completion of India’s nuclear triad and acquisition of second strike capability. The reason 

why Pakistan is now forced to take counter protective measures is that we cannot let the conventional 

asymmetry become a nuclear asymmetry as well. With the issue of Pakistan’s strategic depth and India’s 

robust cold start doctrine, we can just not allow the Indians to dominate the Indian Ocean as well.  

The fact that India has a desire to become the regional hegemon is not hidden from anyone. 

Their recent activities, including the US-Indo nuclear deal, K-15 and now the K-4 testing is a show of 

power and strategy. The alarming thing is that not only is this threat to Pakistan but it is also a threat to 

the strategic instability of the entire region. Pakistan’s foreign office spokesperson, Nafees Zakaria, gave 

a statement saying that the K-4 testing is a serious development which will impact the delicate strategic 

balance in the region. Pakistan will not sit idle and welcome this test with open arms. Counter measures 

will be taken from this side as well. The arms race between India and Pakistan will take a never ending 

turn. History is proof of the fact that whenever two nations have indulged in an arms race only bad 

things have happened and everyone has suffered. A nuclear crisis between India and Pakistan will not 

only threaten the safety and security of these two nations but also that of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and 

Nepal as well.  

The international community claims that Pakistan is developing its nuclear assets at a relatively 

rapid pace which might disturb the regional stability. What they need to understand is that the steps for 

instance taken by Pakistan are a counter action to India’s aggressive nuclear development. Now with 

such sea based advancements coming from India, Pakistan is bound to take further preventive 

measures. As Pakistan has been bringing to attention, there are speculations of Indians using civil 

purpose nuclear material for military uses. The international community needs to observe and question 

India’s developments as well.  

Furthermore, in the hope of deterring Pakistan, India has taken extreme measures. They have 

threatened the peace of the entire region just to satisfy their desire a nuclear triad. Pakistan has so far 

willingly steered clear of the option of nuclearizing the Indian Ocean in attempts to ensure peace of the 

region and to not indulge in an arms race. Indians would like to believe that they have the upper hand 
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on Pakistan now after this test just like they believed they had developed a master plan and named it 

Cold Start. However, they should be very clear about the fact that Pakistan had a plan to counter that 

and will also come up with a strong counter measure for this as well.  

If we are to study the dimensions of deterrence post K-4 testing, there can be several ways to 

look at it. We can believe that India has K-4 and we have nuclear first use policy. This way Pakistan will 

not attack India because of their nuclear submarine and India will refrain from doing so because of the 

threat of an active nuclear retaliation. If this is to be believed, then it is safe to say that the South Asian 

region has reached a position of stable deterrence. However, this might not be entirely achievable. It is 

true that these two factors are essential in deterring both the nations but Pakistan will not leave itself 

vulnerable to India by not pursuing its own assured second strike capability, and the situation will be 

back to square one where both states are on an equal standing. This position can be considered equally 

vulnerable or equally secure, depending on the lens one sees it through.  

To sum it up it would be safe to say that the level of trust between the two states is nonexistent 

due to historical reasons. Therefore, it is not rational for Pakistan to sit back in the hope that India will 

be deterred based on our nuclear first use policy and substantial nuclear arsenals. A step from Pakistan 

is expected and given the situation; it seems like the right thing to do. However, if India is willing to roll 

back on their nuclearization of the Indian Ocean, then Pakistan might also not want to go ahead with it. 

This can be done keeping in mind the greater benefit of the region and its stability. However, this may 

be unlikely since India considers the testing as a great achievement. In this case, Pakistan is left with no 

other choice but to take necessary steps for its national security. 

http://southasiajournal.net/indias-nuclear-triad-south-asias-strategic-stability/ 
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Developments and Corollary of Nuclear Deterrence in South Asia 

Maimuna Ashraf 

During the past decade, India has been pursuing a long-term program for conventional and strategic 

force modernization. This is manifested through the introduction of advanced, high technology and 

force multiplier conventional weapon systems and improvements in payloads, ranges, reliability, and 

accuracy of its delivery systems in the form of a nuclear triad. These programs continue to impact 

nuclear geometry of South Asia as the imbalance with Pakistan in conventional and strategic forces is 

consistently growing in India’s favor. This asymmetry and India’s self-image as a regional and global 

power is increasingly becoming prominent through its accession to the Missile Technology Control 

Regime (MTCR) and the possibility to join other export control cartels. Trends in India’s recent testing 

and technology acquisition show that the country is mostly being facilitated in its pursuit of 

sophisticated technology by a diverse group of supplier states including Russia, United States, France 

and other European countries. India was also ranked as the world’s biggest importer of conventional 

arms and its foreign acquisitions, and technology transfers are going in parallel with its ambitious 

expansion of long-range missiles, MIRVs, ICBMs and SLBMs, surveillance-armed drones and 

development of its increasingly sophisticated space program. These observations are reflected in some 

international reports surfaced lately about India’s modernization of nuclear weapons. The latest 

document “Indian Nuclear Forces 2017” by Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists says that India continues to 

modernize its nuclear arsenal development of several new nuclear weapon systems and it currently 

“operates seven capable nuclear systems; two aircraft, four-land based ballistic missiles, and one sea-

based ballistic missile.”  

Pragmatically, the induction and integration of such technologies also reflect India’s aspirations, 

future strategies, and policies in pursuit of regional hegemony and global power projection. Previously, 

the retaliatory policy or No-First Use (NFU) gave India a rationale to develop new capabilities to build 

defenses against adversaries such as Pakistan and China, i.e., the introduction of Ballistic Missile Defense 

(BMD). However, the latest developments indicate an inclination of a shift to offensive capabilities. 

Arguably, India’s current focus on extending the range of its conventional precision-strike systems, tri-

service (land, air, sea) operation of the nuclear-tipped missiles and deviation from liquid to solid fueled 

missile systems for a high level of readiness is consistent with pre-emptive tendencies but paradoxical to 

its stated credible minimum deterrence posture. Whereas, the production of shorter range missiles defy 

the massive retaliation policy and point towards developing war-fighting capabilities. This ambiguous 

mixture of offensive and defensive capabilities erodes the concept of deterrence stability in the region 

as they generate strategic ambiguities has rekindled by a debate on India’s flexibility of first use in no-

first use policy- among deterrence theorists, strategists-scholars and decision makers.  

About the increasing stockpiles of India, another document “Trends in World Nuclear Forces 

2017” by SIPRI says “India is gradually expanding the size of its nuclear weapon stockpile as well as its 

infrastructure for producing nuclear warheads. It plans to build six fast breeder reactors, which will 

significantly increase its capacity to produce plutonium for weapons. India is also currently expanding its 
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uranium enrichment capabilities with the construction of a new safeguarded gas centrifuge facility. 

India’s expanded centrifuge enrichment capacity has been motivated by plans to build new naval 

propulsion reactors, but the potential excess capacity could also signify its intent to move towards 

thermonuclear weapons by blending the current plutonium arsenal with uranium secondaries.” These 

developments as mentioned earlier will impact the strategic stability in South Asian that revolves around 

the credibility of nuclear deterrence and the stable or unstable deterrence influences the security 

architecture and nuclear employment doctrines. Other than missile proliferation and access to satellite-

launch and anti-satellite capabilities, the increased striking capability led by armed drones to target 

militants across the border will speed up the arms race and heighten the risk of conflagration as these 

can be used against Pakistan’s short-range strategic forces and other conventional targets during a crisis. 

The likely competition of matching capabilities in response to amplified threats and interplay of missiles, 

satellites, and drones will complicate the threat-perception calculus of the South Asian region. The 

possibilities and options offered by a variety of such potent capabilities can allow India to adopt an 

aggressive strategy towards Pakistan, which may cause Pakistan to increase the alertness level in already 

murky South Asia. The technological shifts imply that India is reassessing its strategy which will adversely 

impact the Pakistan-China-India triangular nuclear dynamics generally and South Asian strategic stability 

particularly. 

http://southasiajournal.net/developments-and-corollary-of-nuclear-deterrence-in-south-asia/ 
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Is a Reverse on India’s NFP on the Cards? 

Uzge A. Saleem 

“Victorious warriors win first and then go to war, while defeated warriors go to war first and then seek 

to win,” Sun Tzu.  

If India is planning to reverse their first use policy, then their answer can be found in these 

words by Sun Tzu. Before we begin analyzing the possibilities let’s get a basic fact clear. India does not 

have a defensive military posture. Those who believe this bluff by Indians are in for a surprise. Their 

policies in totality are offensive. They have always relied on hit and run and then act innocent. One 

might say they have mastered that. An Indian Minister states that India has gained a moral stature 

internationally by taking steps for disarmament. As opposed to this respected official’s Utopian beliefs, 

India has done the exact opposite of this. They have in fact taken the road of proliferation and rapid 

armament. First with nuclear submarine testing and now with the potential reversal of No-First use 

policy on the cards, disarmament seems a far-fetched reality for them.  

They have another interesting theme to their policies. They devise a plan or strategy and then 

like to keep it a secret but somehow accidentally or shall we say very conveniently this highly classified 

information is leaked out, and it becomes an open secret. Then they go ahead and deny it so that their 

“moral stature” can stay intact until one of them comes forward and accepts it with a ‘So what’ point of 

view. This is exactly what they did with Cold Start doctrine, and now they are doing the same with the 

NFP. The Defence Minister of India, Manohar Parrikar, went on to say about the NFP that why one 

should bound themselves and instead one can say they are a responsible nuclear state and will not use it 

irresponsibly. The statement indicates the not so moral offensive military and nuclear stature of India.  

Let’s look at it from a different perspective. India does not initiate a nuclear attack on Pakistan, 

but they go ahead and indulge in activities like the recent surgical strike. Since Pakistan has a nuclear 

first use policy and is also now equipped with tactical nuclear weapons, we will retaliate, and there are 

high chances for it to be nuclear this automatically gives India an opportunity to make a nuclear counter 

attack without even rolling back on NFP. What needs to be very carefully observed here is that even 

though the first attack was not nuclear, it did come from the Indian side. This implies that their Cold 

Start doctrine is a facilitator for the NFP until they roll back on it. One way or another they want to trap 

Pakistan into making the first nuclear move, little do they know the Pakistani generals are not spaced 

out children who will fall into this trap.  

India’s single reason to reverse the NFP is to portray their hegemonic ambitions. They want the 

region to know they have the ball in their court. In the course, they are completely sidelining the 

stability of the region which will be nonexistent after a nuclear war. It goes without saying that any 

wrong move by India will initiate a war and the war will most definitely take a nuclear turn from one 

side or the other. India is well aware of this, but they still don’t want to bound themselves. The question 

is that bounding yourself for the greater benefit of the region, not a morally correct decision? As long as 

Pakistan is not provoked or attacked it will not initiate a war on its own since Pakistan is the only state 
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who has seen war ever since independence and we have the least interest in having another one with 

the very hyper neighbor. However, if fiddled with, Pakistan is very much capable of defending its 

mainland and its interests. Pakistan will not be affected by any shift in India’s policy. Their tactic to 

create unrest in the country will go wasted once again.  

If one is to think like a realist, then India can go ahead and do whatever they want to with their 

policies. However, if they claim to be a morally upright state with the greater benefit of the region and 

the world in their minds, then they must not opt for such a tactic. Not only will they lose their very 

carefully constructed peace loving image but they will also jeopardize the security of the region. An 

offensive move by India will not be taken well by Pakistan, and it will escalate existing issues. Especially 

with the Indo-Japan deal recently put into action, they should be cautious with such policies. Japan is a 

very sensitive country when it comes to nuclear politics for obvious reasons. India might end up losing 

the deal if they show such aggressive behavior. The region is in a state of relative stability, and our very 

selfishly ambitious neighbor should keep regard of the fact that nothing should be done to upset this 

balance. This is said not because their adversary lacks the ability to counter them but because they lack 

the potential to bare that counter attack. We all know what that will lead to. If India is to make a 

preemptive attack, then they are obviously not thinking of the caliber of counter attack they will be 

facing which will then make them run to the international arena and ask for some consolation. While 

Pakistan is a peace-loving country what are we to do if poked from all sides? 

http://southasiajournal.net/is-a-reverse-on-indias-nfp-on-the-cards/ 
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India-Israel Defence Cooperation: Regional Implications 

Asma Khalid 

Since 1992, India-Israel’s economic and strategic ties have grown spectacularly as both states are 

significantly co-operating in the agricultural sector, research and development and IT start-ups.  

Cooperation between both states has been significantly increasing irrespective of the political affiliation 

of the party in power. Although, bilateral relations have moved beyond the traditional spheres, defense 

and security ties along with secret intelligence operations, are dominant factors of their bilateral 

relations. 

Israel is a leading developer of highly sophisticated weapons systems and ranked among the top 

ten weapons exporters of the world. Israel is the third largest arms supplier to India. The recent visit of 

Narendra Modi to the Israel has enhanced the scope of bilateral strategic and security cooperation. The 

focus of both states was to shift India-Israel’s bilateral relations from the buyer-seller model to the 

transfer and co-production of technology, which will further boost the objective of “Make in India 

initiative”. 

In this regard, Israel is also exploring the joint production of drones with India that would 

contribute to PM Modi’s strategy of ‘Make in India’. India’s Defence Research and Development 

Organization (DRDO) is responsible for collaborating with Israeli companies in a host of strategic 

ventures, including the Agni missile system. Israel being the third largest weapon supplier to India, and 

co-production of advanced weaponry, has qualitatively upgraded India-Israel defense ties. 

Moreover, the four significant pillars of India and Israel’s defense ties include: First, the most 

significant is export of Israel’s weapon system. In this regarded India has acquired BARAK-1, anti-tank 

missiles to aerial reconnaissance drones and both states signed defense contracts worth billions in USD. 

Second is the export of components and sub-system mainly electronics. Third is a joint venture 

regarding the weapons program and this joint venture in the defense sphere is viewed as a main thrust 

to the future defense ties between India and Israel. 

The fourth are is the export of India’s military services and hardware to Israel. India acquires 

UAVs, radars, AWACS, laser guided bombs and missiles from Israel. Recently, Israel Aerospace Industries 

signed an agreement to supply $630 million worth of long-range surface-to-air missile systems to the 

Indian navy. 

According to analysts, these widening arcs of shared defense interests could have serious 

implications not only for the South Asian strategic environment, but also for strategic stability of Asia. 

Constructive contribution of Indo-Israel Defence Partnership in India’s armed forces modernization will 

allow India to aggressively pursue its ambitions against its neighbors China and Pakistan. 

Two factors have contributed to India-Israel’s stronger ties: first is that both states share a 

common stance on NPT, India and Israel have special relations with the United States and the most 
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significant factor that is significantly playing its role in bilateral ties of India-Israel is that both states 

consider Pakistan as a common enemy. 

Due to this factor, India is playing the Pakistan card as a striking reason to enhance defense ties 

with Israel. In this regard a senior analyst, Richard M. Rossow in Center for Strategic and International 

Studies (CSIS) stated that, “Israel has, over the years, become more comfortable equipping India with 

weapon systems that may be employed against its neighbor Pakistan-more so than the United States, 

which he said was looking to “equip India more for maritime domain activity.” 

Due to these factors and Israel’s willingness to help the Indian army against Pakistan and China, 

India-Israel’s defense ties are considered as threat to the security of Pakistan, as well as regional 

stability. 

India-Israel defense co-operation resolves the common objective of achieving technological 

development and seeking qualitative superiority. India aims to play a dominant role in South Asia 

through the strategic program currently undertaken by both countries. To conclude, India-Israel defense 

cooperation is a matter of concern for regional states, especially for Pakistan, because such defense 

related developments have the potential to disturb regional security equation and instigate a lethal 

arms race. 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/18082017-india-israel-defence-cooperation-regional-implications-oped/ 
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US, North Korea War Rhetoric 

Beenish Altaf 

The relationship between the US and North Korea has been antagonistic since the Korean War back in 

1952-53. That was when Korean Peninsula was divided into two parts that reign up till now, and is 

consequently called a permanent quandary since a long time. South Korea has the support of Americans 

and is looked after in all aspects by the US itself, whereas Russia and China are considered to be backing 

North Korea. North Korea, in order to fend off the regional danger posed by America's allied countries, 

indulged in the development of nuclear and missile program that is growing day by day endangering the 

US, South Korea and Japan. 

As North Korea is aspirant of its sixth nuclear weapons test, the US as a consequent, warned 

North Korea in very open words that all options were on the table which include military strikes on 

North Korea to curb its nuclear aspirations. Despite the US military movements and its outrageous war 

intimidation, North Korean foreign Minister Han Song-ryol stated: 

"Now that we possess mighty nuclear power to protect ourselves from US nuclear threat, we 

will respond without the slightest hesitation to full-out war with full-out war and to nuclear war with our 

style of nuclear strike, and we will emerge victorious in the final battle with the United States." 

The question being asked around the globe is that why North Korea sped up its nuclear 

detonations. Its recent test has ignited global resentment with the UN Security Council agreeing to begin 

drawing up new sanctions against North and several Western capitals threatening the country of dire 

consequences. At the same time, nuclear missile program of DPRK has become reality as despite all the 

sanctions and the warnings, they have continued to develop their nuclear program. Nothing has worked 

so far - neither UN sanctions nor the unilateral steps taken by the US, Japan and South Korea. Even the 

entire focus of the US has been on tightening sanctions against the impoverished country, which is 

already under several sets of UN sanctions. 

However, two top US national security officials sought to tamp down fears of imminent nuclear 

war with North Korea following days of heightened rhetoric by President Donald Trump, as America's 

top general prepares to meet with South Korea's leader. But the Director Mike Pompeo, Central 

Intelligence Agency and HR, national security adviser declined the possibility of an actual war with North 

Korea. Nevertheless, McMaster while taking into account North Korea's near-term intentions after 

monitoring recent intercontinental missile tests and the country's improved ability to manufacture 

nuclear weapons said, "we are not closer to war than a week ago, but we are closer to war than we 

were a decade ago." 

sanctions against the impoverished country, which is already under several sets of UN sanctions. 

However, two top US national security officials sought to tamp down fears of imminent nuclear war with 

North Korea following days of heightened rhetoric by President Donald Trump, as America's top general 
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prepares to meet with South Korea's leader. But the Director Mike Pompeo, Central Intelligence Agency 

and HR, national security adviser declined the possibility of an actual war with North Korea. 

Nevertheless, McMaster while taking into account North Korea's near-term intentions after monitoring 

recent intercontinental missile tests and the country's improved ability to manufacture nuclear weapons 

said, "we are not closer to war than a week ago, but we are closer to war than we were a decade ago." 

Also, the Trump's statements time-in and time-out make the analysts to expect the unexpected 

upshots. For instance, he recently said that military options against North Korea were 'locked and 

loaded'. Although the US hasn't taken any public steps to prepare for hostilities, including evacuating 

Americans from Seoul, which is within range of North Korean artillery, or moving ships, aircraft or troops 

into position for an imminent response. The US has stationed about 28,500 troops in South Korea. 

Following Trump's declaration to unleash 'fire and fury' on North Korea, Kim's regime 

threatened to fire four Hwasong-12 missiles over Japan into waters near Guam, home to US military 

bases in the region. The US and its allies warned Kim against such a move, and Japan deployed four 

Patriot missile interceptors into the western part of the country. 

There were plenty of opportunities in the past when North Korean leadership expressed its 

willingness to talk to the world on its nuclear program subject to lifting of sanctions and provision of 

necessary economic assistance. The collaborative approach would have been effective but regrettably 

the United States preferred to hurl threats on North Korea, aggravating the situation further. Critically 

narrating, a peaceful solution to this rhetoric seems difficult after evaluating the contemporary strategic 

tussle among North Korea and the US. It is also a fact that abandoning North Korea's nuclear weapons 

may seem appealing, but it is unrealistic. 

 http://dailytimes.com.pk/opinion/20-Aug-17/us-north-korea-war-rhetoric 
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South China Sea Tensions Spill Over Onto Maritime Silk Road 

Qura tul Ain Hafeez 

 
Currently the South China Sea (SCS) question has reached a precarious situation. Over the course of 

social antiquity, territorial differences have often stemmed from historic and cultural claims; ultimately 

resulting in to geopolitical vicissitudes. Chinese maritime jaunts towards the Southeast Asia and the 

Middle East have existed for centuries. Trade routes have been sailed since the Han dynasty (206 BC – 

220 AC) and exchanges made with the Roman Empire. After Zheng He, voyages were forbidden by the 

Emperor and China closed its frontiers for a while. 

The Scarborough Shoal standoff in 2012, the HYSY 981 drilling rig crisis in 2014, the US 

navigation incident in 2015, and the scheme on shelving territorial disputes all relate to the prevailing 

clashes in the South China Sea. The South China Sea is a decisive sea transport lane, full with seafood, 

considerable oil and gas assets and an extensive bio diverse coral reef ecological unit, surrounding 

continental shelf i.e. 5,000 meters deep containing rocks and small islands; namely Paracel, Spratly and 

Scarborough Shoal. 

China repeatedly claims her sovereignty upon all these land topographies lying within the dash 

line and “sovereign rights in the waters and sea bed” within the dash-line limit. 

Presently SCS disputes have reached a critical situation. Most of the islands and reefs in the 

South China Sea have been occupied by China, Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan, and Malaysia. In the face of 

these disagreements and uncertainty over South China Sea, by the above claimants have entangled 

energy corporations for the purpose of investigation and exploitation in their corresponding claims. 

China‘s mounting energy requirements, deteriorating aptitude to meet expected growth rate with 

internal energy sources, and unrelenting oil necessities have driven China’s quest for substitute energy 

cradles, fabricating dependence and susceptibility on the maritime trade means while contesting the 

liberty of the oceans and maritime competition in Asia. 

Therefore, to meet their energy requirements China’s President Xi Jinping in 2013, presented his 

Vision of “One Belt, One Road” (OBOR). The venture is a trade and infrastructure complex, 

encompassing the Silk Road Economic Belt and the Maritime Silk Road, together networking China with 

nations in Asia, Africa, Middle East and Europe. OBOR intends to upturn connectivity thus developing 

trade streams to spur enduring pecuniary expansion and progress for the participants. The initiative is 

noteworthy for China’s intentions of domestic and regional economic enlargement. 

China’s vision of domestic and regional economic integration, is leading to a nasty returning 

pattern in South China Sea; not only including claimants, but also extra-regional stakeholders. An 

increase in actors to a substantial degree, have rendered the clash further obstinate, as a sole 

concession among two parties, this may have spill-over effects upon third countries. The China-
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Philippine arbitration of January 2013 continues to highlight this dilemma. Inter alia, a trend of 

territorialization in China’s dash-line claim and island-reclamation works. 

However, previous collaborative measures, without settlement of the maritime borders, have 

been grounded on a flimsy symmetry of authorities. The claimants of South China Sea are ignoring the 

parameters i.e. necessary for a sustainable and mutually-beneficial resolution. The subject outshines 

two perceptions. On one side, there advances an unconcealed belief on international law when ASEAN 

appellants (Vietnam and the Philippines), proclaim their prerogatives, while highlighting their point of 

view under the umbrella of historic facts and accentuating the status of global law of sea. 

Secondly claimants are politicizing their descriptions thus providing more inspiration for fueling 

the patriotic thoughts and overloading these claims. Under this dilemma, how would a suggestion of 

constructing a maritime trade route and the Road plan, interrelate the rankling with regard to South 

China Sea disputes? 

Consequently Chinese officials’ reactions to the ruling by the Permanent Court of Arbitration in 

The Hague (PCA) on the South China Sea could have wide-ranging implications for China’s Silk Road, the 

economic initiative. China’s standing for the rule of law at stake and her supervision of worldwide 

tribunal’s presiding, appears shortsighted at best. Ignoring the ruling of the court completely may 

introduce misgiving, deteriorate the disagreements, and fetch in additional actors which otherwise 

should not be involved. 

If a consensus on the initiative could not have been achieved lacking the mutual understanding 

then it may be perceived as a “geopolitical conspiracy”. Hence, China needs to promote essentially 

required political and strategic confidence with the Southeast Asian countries. 

To diminish the safety apprehensions of the ASEAN countries and the surging shared belief, 

China should verify her persistence on the nine-dash line and come up with her own roadmap for 

resolution of this clash. The likelihood of collaboration depends on acute precondition that there 

become an agreement on parts that may be focus of collective advancement. Yet, for the claimant 

nations, the sovereignty and security concerns may well be above joint development, as China had 

specified that, “Beijing would only concede to joint cooperative activities if the other claimants first 

acknowledge Chinese sovereignty over the South China Sea.” 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/28082017-south-china-sea-tensions-spill-over-onto-maritime-silk-road-

oped/ 
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Opposition to CPEC: A Lost Cause for India 

S. Sadia Kazmi 

Until now India has stood its ground and there is no blinking in sight over its stance on the CPEC. India’s 

opposition to CPEC centers around the argument that the all-weather energy corridor passes through 

Gilgit-Baltistan, the region which India claims should have been the part of its own territory. India has 

been quite vocal about this concern and hence remains unconvinced to be part of China’s initiative as it 

allegedly violates India’s sovereignty. China on the other hand defends CPEC as a project meant for 

regional peace and development. While this issue was already becoming a source of friction between 

China and India, recently the India-China standoff in Doklam has further reduced the chances of 

cooperation between the two countries as far as the OBOR initiative and the CPEC are concerned. 

China on its part has time and again made an effort to mitigate India’s unfound apprehensions 

about the CPEC but doesn’t seem to have been successful in this. Earlier in Januray, speaking at the 

inaugural session of the Raisina Dialogue, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi had said: “Respect for 

sovereignty is important for regional connectivity to improve. In response to this statement, Hua 

Chunying, the spokesperson for China’s foreign ministry, said: “Regarding CPEC, this is a project that is 

devised for long-term development and cooperation in various fields… It is for regional peace and 

development.” 

With the fast-track construction work on CPEC, India’s concerns have increased with the reports 

of China-Pakistan naval cooperation in the Gwadar port of Baluchistan. This port will serve as the entry 

point to CPEC. Large part of CPEC passes through Azad Kashmir and once completed, it will provide all-

weather energy route for China from the Gulf. This will not just be beneficial for Pakistan and China but 

will bring prosperity and economic benefits to the whole region and beyond. This is one of the reasons a 

large number of countries have shown their willingness to be part of this project. India on the other 

hand, however seems to continuously lose sight of major economic benefits that CPEC could bring. It is 

adamant to look at it from a narrow angle of territorial integrity despite China’s repeated assurances 

that it would in no way change China’s stance on Kashmir issue nor will it be at the expense of any third 

country.  India on its part also refused to attend “Belt and Road Forum” hosted by Chinese President Xi 

Jinping, nor sent any official delegation to the summit. While it made the same argument the bases of its 

boycott of the summit, there have been voices inside India that are not supportive of this policy adopted 

by India. The Indian Express stated that “By boycotting the summit rather than showing up and making 

our voice heard loud and clear in the comity of nations, India has in fact sent out a message that it will 

make proforma noise on this issue but actually acquiesce to the fait accompli.” 

While others inside India believe that India’s position is valid, three major Indian news 

publications in their editorials or opeds have largely criticised India’s refusal to attend the summit in 

Beijing, calling it a failure of the country’s foreign policy and diplomacy. They claim that this decision has 

effectively closed the door for diplomacy and stands in contrast to the countries such as the US and 

Japan which although are not part of BRI but sent their official delegations to the summit. 
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In the same vein, India continues to oppose CPEC even though 19 of its so far agreed 50 projects have 

already been completed and its fast becoming a reality. It might be easier to skip just one conference 

but the way CPEC is evolving, nobody can deny that it is fast becoming a force to reckon with. China is 

going to go ahead with the BRI as a major geopolitical initiative in the coming decade. For India, sitting 

still is not an option. It needs to have itself engaged into the progressive initiatives. How India is going to 

do it, will be the major challenge. Apparently, India’s counter plan to CPEC i.e. Chababhar has already 

failed to yield the desired result. Even though this could have been a good counterstrategy since India 

has successfully maintained close relationship with Iran for years now even when it was under immense 

US sanctions. By building Chabahar in Iran next to Gawadar, India was hoping to undermine the utility of 

Gwadar and supersede China as possibly the most dominant country in Asia. This could very well be one 

of the reasons why US also gave some breathing space to Iran i.e. to ultimately secure Indian interests in 

the region. 

However, in interesting turn of events, Iran itself has agreed to be part of the CPEC. Even though 

it might not have any effect on Iran-India relations but India Policy to act against CPEC through Chabahar 

has clearly failed. Iran has also offered Pakistan to build and invest in the Iran-Pakistan pipeline. Apart 

from that it has offered to open oil refineries and Invest in Gwadar Industrial Sector, which is a major 

loss for India as it wanted to undermine CPEC. It is a major loss for India’s plan to isolate Pakistan in the 

region and damage its economy. Not just that but India has also lost the opportunity to undermine 

China’s position when in May almost 110 countries signed on to the Beijing Plan to provide “cooperative 

capitalism” to developing and underdeveloped nations. 

It also points to the fact that China’s rise is still intimidating for India which further means that 

the differences with China have not fully gone away despite their overall broadening of ties. The political 

difference continues to lurk in the background. India however needs to look at the project more 

objectively. However, India can still change its losses into opportunities. If at all India decides to join the 

project, the economic benefits are immense which will not be without geopolitical advantages. The 

Gilgit-Baltistan part of CPEC runs parallel to the LoC between India and China. Instead of an everyday 

exchange of fire across the LoC between India and Pakistan, there could be a possibility of enjoying 

quiescence in the context of one of the most incendiary of all international disputes. Hence, the CPEC 

could actually prove to bring prosperity and connectivity to all. 

http://foreignpolicynews.org/2017/08/29/opposition-cpec-lost-cause-india/ 
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Human Trafficking As Security Threat in Pakistan 

Naila Farooq 

Pakistan is a source, transit, and destination country for men, women, and children subjected to forced 

labor and sex trafficking. The country’s largest human trafficking problem is bonded labor, in which an 

initial debt assumed by a worker as part of the terms of employment is exploited, ultimately entrapping 

other family members, sometimes for generations.  

During past few decades, human trafficking has become a major concern in the International 

relations. One of the reasons for this new concern is that the world is getting more globalized where 

flow of goods and individuals are getting more rapid. So the movement of traffickers is an indication of 

new complex social issues. Moreover, the rising anxiety about hostility or violence toward females have 

placed the issue of human smuggling on the international solution program, and its association with the 

criminal activities, pornographic production, forced labor, HIV/AIDS and human rights violation has 

created pressure to worldwide anti-trafficking efforts, predominantly in South Asian region.  

Among South Asian states, Pakistan is the target state for the smuggling of male and female 

victims with intentions of forced labor and sexual exploitation. The reason is Pakistan seems like the 

most vulnerable region for human trafficking because of its massive population pyramid, rising 

urbanization, and poverty. So sex trade or human smuggling in Pakistan has become a multibillion-profit 

market, build on greed and supply on those with the least power.  

The Government of Pakistan does not fully meet the minimum standards for the elimination of 

trafficking; however, it is making significant efforts to do so. The government approved its national 

strategic framework against trafficking in persons and human smuggling and reported an increase in the 

number of victims provided shelter in 2015 compared with 2014. The federal government and Punjab 

and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa provinces passed trafficking-related legislation, and some provinces 

investigated, prosecuted, and convicted traffickers.  

The overflow of Afghan refugees in Pakistan, unemployment, permeable boundaries and 

formation of organized global smuggling groups has made it an opportune working atmosphere for 

human smugglers. Young boys are most vulnerable targets because of they often themselves access 

these groups in the search for a job. These victims of human or migrant smuggling are mostly found in 

the Middle East and European countries. According to Pakistan Thematic Group on Human Trafficking 

(PTGHT), the coastline between Karachi and Gwadar is often used for human trafficking for the Gulf 

States by road to the border of Iran from where they are picked up by gangs and transported to Greece, 

Italy, and Spain via ships. In case of female victims they are sold into forced, temporary or false 

marriages; in some cases, their new husbands move them across Pakistani borders and forced them into 

the sex industry in destinations like Qatar and UAE, directly or via Iran or Oman.  

This part of human trafficking across borders has posed serious threats to law enforcement 

agencies, political decision makers and human right law’s activist in Pakistan. At first, the growth of 
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human traffickers as organized criminal networks has undermined the very foundations of the state, 

simply by creating parallel structures or systems of governance. Such risks increase the level of the 

national expenditure on law enforcement, criminal justice systems, and security. Secondly, the overflow 

of illegal immigrants reflects the lack of efficiency of the law enforcement agencies. Meanwhile, the 

illegal immigrants do not possess proper identifications, so they can easily be used in illegal criminal or 

terrorist activities.  

Human trafficking leads to a financial loss in the form of lost resources, remittances, and adds to 

the illegal profits for the criminal syndicates. According to an ILO estimates, global human trafficking 

produces about $31.6 billion annually, thus making it the third largest revenue generating activity and 

the fastest growing illegal industry in the world, surpassing other criminal enterprises except for the 

drug and arms trades. Meanwhile, the entry and exit of illegal immigrants into the borders also bring 

negative impact in a country, such as competition in trading and the local labor market. Illegal 

immigrants receive a minimum wage than the local labor, which certainly encourages the employers to 

hire illegal immigrants causing disruptions to the local job market. On the other hand, the competition 

and trade among the local labors would decrease due to cheap illegal workers. The cost of processing 

the illegal immigrants have soared. Besides the cost of capturing them, it adds to the cost of 

transporting them back to their respective countries of origin.  

Meanwhile, the recruitment of trafficking victims as sex slaves and introduction of online porn 

industry have increased the risk of the cyber security in Pakistan. The overflow of the internet and 

mobile services with open access to exotic information and images has become a major contributor in 

the pornographic industry. According to estimations, there are 780,000 adult websites in Pakistan. 

Sometimes these sites are controlled by software companies and therefore hard to trace. So it became a 

standard scenario to exploit vulnerable victims in the pornographic industry. Kasur case of 2015 is a 

most current example of a massive child exploitation scandal in Pakistan. Many children were sexually 

abused by forcefully raping them. On a societal level, the structure of the country is being threatened by 

immoral activities of human traffickers. In this regard, the young generation has become most 

vulnerable to sexual exploitation which results in a deterioration in their family relations and eventually 

contributes to violence and criminal activities in the society. We see much elevation in the number of 

rape cases and murders of very young girls and boys.  

Even though sexual exploitation, prostitution, and pornography are in the limelight, they are 

treated as social taboos and hidden under the rug. Thus it remains an open secret in Pakistan and 

invisible due to lack of proper coverage in print and electronic media. Moreover, there are some 

allegations that human trafficking in Pakistan is aided or facilitated by some influential figures. So there 

is dire need to tackle trafficking as a security issue. 

http://southasiajournal.net/human-trafficking-as-security-threat-in-pakistan/ 
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Sharpening the Tusk: India’s Strategic Design 

Saman Rizwan 

Amidst all the looming actions, the recent upsurge in India’s defense budget by 10 percent appears quite 

dubious; as it has now reached up to $43 billion. Whereas, the increased convergence of interests 

between the United States and India specifically in the strategic sector makes the neighboring countries 

apprehensive of their growing defense procurements; this continuous trend of military modernization 

threatens to disturb the existing regional balance.  

According to a report published by Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), 

since the last four years, India’s defense imports were far greater than those of China and Pakistan. 

However, India has now undergone a shift in its policy which was introduced in the year 2014. With the 

primary aim of making India, ‘a global manufacturing hub’ which in turn will encourage both the 

multinational and domestic companies to manufacture defense products within the country. Such 

integration would then be a major game changer for India. From the past decade, India has significantly 

worked in revamping and modernizing the military infrastructure.  

Congruently, New Delhi and Moscow have concluded a deal by which India will acquire ‘five 

regiments of Russian made S-400 advanced Air Defence Systems. The S-400 in comparison to its 

predecessor has an upgraded radar system; nonetheless, it can purportedly fire four new kinds of 

‘surface-to-air (SAM) missiles. Moreover, an understanding has been reached by both the states to hold 

mega war games in October; their armies, navies and the air forces will for the very first time carry out 

such an exercise. Until now, India has not participated in a tri-services exercise at this vast scale. On the 

other hand, India’s modernization efforts have been upheld by the United States, widely. As stated 

recently by Admiral Tom Harris that the United States is willing to help India in enhancing its military 

capabilities in ‘significant and meaningful ways.’ US acknowledgment of India as primary defense 

partner is expected to boost further the Indo-US defense ties and open new channels for US’ defense 

majors to offer and make their products in India. This convergence of the two governments will upgrade 

the collaboration at different levels. This expanded resistance participation will prompt the 

advancement of robust defense industry for India.  

Furthermore, by 2020 India will be acquiring the advanced medium- range surface to air missile 

system which will have the capacity of shooting ballistic missiles and fighter jets; would also be able to 

attack from the range of 70kms. Developments like these, possess the tendency of increasing the 

already mounted regional precariousness.  

Proactive strategies, renewed defense settlements, and the conventional military build-up 

enable Pakistan to take counter measures while balancing the strategic equilibrium at the same time; 

for the Pakistani establishment is right to track Indian defense spending carefully, the reason being India 

remains in terms of its military capabilities, the principal threat to Pakistan’s security. Be that as it may, 

a level-headed, consistent point of view is truly what is required instead of the wild guessing in some 

hawkish quarters.  
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Nevertheless, the over-dependence of India regarding its defense procurements would 

eventually have a negative impact on country’s aspirations of being a global manufacturing hub. Besides, 

India is by and by the world’s largest buyer of conventional weapons, with an upwards 100 billion dollars 

anticipated, that would be spent on modernizing defense forces following the coming decade. India’s 

immediate neighborhood developments broadly identified the need for swift modernization of its 

military. However, its indigenous development of modern defense hardware continues to remain a 

concern for it also lacks sophisticated weapons and armory.  

India is directing a huge scale modernization of its military mainly in six key areas namely land, 

air, sea, nuclear, outer-space and cyberspace. This modernization is often obfuscated by logical 

limitations in consort with poor decision making its policy aspiration likewise for defense self-sufficiency 

remains largely elusive. Additionally, the major disputes involving India and its neighbors are to say ‘land 

centric,’ highlighting the predominant role of the army in Indian security context.  

To conclude, allotting this much amount of disbursements would further act as an escalating 

agent in the already present disputes. Though the realization which appears necessary to occur is that 

where do we draw the line in this ever-growing arms race. 

http://southasiajournal.net/sharpening-the-tusk-indias-strategic-design/ 
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India’s Rising Nuclear Trade Aspirations 

Beenish Altaf 

Mounting political and strategic relationships among Pakistan and India have given rise to a new pattern 

of heated interactions involving global powers. Analyzing India’s growing quest for multilateral export 

control regimes, it can be noted that India has a unique history of relationships with export control 

cartels. India is now seeking legal membership into nuclear export control groups. It is certain that 

membership into such groups will give India a distinct advantage in participating in the management of 

global commerce in advanced technology. 

The four multilateral export controls regimes, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), the Missile 

Technology Control Regime (MTCR), the Australia Group, and the Wassenaar Arrangement, have 

emerged as the oldest multilateral bodies for export controls and are one of the leading forums of the 

global export controls system especially in contemporary geo-politics. Although these are informal 

groups with a small number of member countries, they derive their importance from the nature of their 

membership. Most of the major suppliers of high technology or sensitive technology — usually dual in 

nature — are members of these regimes. 

In recent years, India is undoubtedly trying to integrate itself quickly within these regimes by 

playing politics. However, it is quite obvious that it would face roadblocks in its integration with the 

existing system. A somewhat deeper analysis indicates that the old non-proliferation order and actors 

are slowly reconciling to India’s integration with the global export controls system. India’s membership 

in the four multilateral export controls regimes questions the credibility and efficacy of the global 

system including the non-proliferation regime. 

India has claimed that it has a spotless non — proliferation record and that it should be included 

in nuclear mainstream countries by also making it part of the NSG. However, it seems India’s non-

proliferation record is not as clean as it would have us believe. A lot has been written about India’s first 

nuclear test in post-nuclear supplier’s group debates. That test spurred the United States and several 

other countries to create the Nuclear Suppliers Group to more vigilantly restrict and monitor global 

nuclear trade. 

Since India’s nuclear program largely is plutonium based, its uranium reserves are demonstrated 

to be low for its civil nuclear usageand military usage. The trend of nuclear deals with India — set largely 

by the US — has and will further overwhelm India with the uranium reserves. India will not only benefit 

from its civil nuclear program out of it but will also keep an extensive amount of uranium for its 

bourgeoning nuclear weapons program. The assistance to India has made it an aspirant to become a 

South Asian nuclear giant. It also expects to be recognised as a world’s rightful nuclear power. 

India, right after getting the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) membership, decided to 

work on enhancing its Brahmos missile ranges. Analytically, it could be assessed that India is doing this 

after getting the MTCR membership just within days, what would India do if its dream of getting NSG 
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membership becomes reality. It would, for sure, lead the way for enhancing its uranium reserves for 

military usage. Analytically, China stonewalled India’s entry into the NSG at the recent June plenary as it 

has an effect on it being the active member of the group but it could not stall India’s membership to the 

MTCR as it was not a permanent member. 

Nevertheless, India is undoubtedly spending more and more on developing its tremendous 

firepower and strike capabilities. This is alarming for the world in general and the region in particular as 

it could lead to a destabilising impact on South Asia. Since India is neither party to the NPT nor has it 

been accepted fully it safeguards its nuclear trade and there should not be any chance of including India 

into the hub of civil nuclear trade, especiallywithin the multilateral export control regimes. If done so, 

the purpose of all the regimes to aid non-proliferation efforts would be futile. 

http://dailytimes.com.pk/opinion/30-Aug-17/indias-rising-nuclea 
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Pakistan Will Stop at Nothing for CPEC 

Asia Maqsood 

Being part of the OBOR Strategy, CPEC is playing an inevitable role in China’s aim for economic 

expansion that will definitely benefit Pakistan’s economic situation. 

CPEC depends upon Pakistan’s ability to sustain its political stability, internal security situation 

and provincial harmony and ability to curb extremism which is up to certain extent Pakistan have been 

successful. There are social, bilateral basis for CPEC which is multifaceted as on one hand it is important 

for China to cooperate through economics and trade according to liberal views. 

It is pertinent to discuss here that it is an apprehension in some analysts’ views that China is 

capitalizing on vacuum in the bilateral relations of Pakistan and US for its economic and its strategic 

interests. I am differing here that Pakistan’s aspirations for the concrete relations with China is not 

against the US or at the cost of Pak-US relations, which have been strained since 2015 — instead both 

China and Pakistan have been trustworthy friends and diplomatic relations throughout their history. 

This project will increase Pakistan’s regional connectivity prospects as well as for the economic 

growth by boosting the demands for domestic goods and services. Apart from this, there is optimism 

regarding this project that it could create peace and stability in the region, including Afghanistan. The 

operationalization of the Gwadar Port in 2016 is the obvious example of what CPEC is delivering on 

ground. 

As China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi said, “If One Belt One Road is like a symphony involving ad 

benefitting every country then the construction of China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a sweet melody 

of the symphony’s first movement”. 

So if this is a sweet melody then all the stake holders of this mega project must take deep 

interest to secure this making peace in Baluchistan. On the progressive way of CPEC, the negative 

impulses are overtly coming from India towards proposed CPEC routes and the development of Gwadar 

Port because of two obvious reasons; first is that these planned routes passes through the conflicted 

territories of Gilgit-Baltistan and Kashmir among India China and Pakistan. 

The second reason is that India has serious concerns that Gwadar will be a Chinese naval base. 

In response to this both China and Pakistan clarified that the port will be only used for economic 

purposes, but India still have fears of the Chinese navy access to Indian Ocean. 

Last year India’s PM termed the corridor “unacceptable” for the same reason. As far as the 

security is concerned Andrew Small in his book “The China-Pakistan Axis” maintains that the biggest 

concern for the Chinese is growing terrorism in the region, especially in its most trusted ally Pakistan 

where Beijing has agreed to invest $46 billion (earlier cost) for CPEC. However, Islamabad has repeatedly 

raised its voice against India that it claims is fomenting attacks with just that goal in mind. In recent days 

Donald Trump has made harsh remarks on Pakistan, long accused of harboring terrorists, having drawn 
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an accurate response from China and Russia, which are two emerging allies of Pakistan and have 

participated in various talks to resolve the Afghan crises. 

“We have been paying Pakistan billions and billions of dollars, at the same time they are housing 

the same terrorists that we are fighting”, Trump said on a televised address on Monday 21 August 2017. 

Further he said that he is committed to leading the US to victory in America’s longest war in history and 

warned that Islamabad had “much to lose” by continuing to offer safe havens to agents of Chaos. 

It is pertinent to discuss here that since 2001, the US has lost more than 2,200 troops in 

Afghanistan and in Trumps’ new strategy he will be deploying more 4,000 troops. As Pakistan, Moscow 

and Beijing since 2016, held a series of table talks to wipe out terrorism in the region. 

According to an estimate of South Asia Terrorism Portal, there were 22,000 Pakistani civilians 

and 6,800 security personals that have been killed since 2003. It does matter in the unbiased analysis 

whether it had been acknowledged by US or not. 

Looking at Pakistan’s diplomatic relations with Russia and China, Trump’s statement has some 

counter statements. Such as Chinese Foreign Ministry spokes person Hua Chunying appreciated 

Pakistan, its all-weather friend for making great sacrifices and important contributions in the fight 

against terrorism and called international community to fully recognize Islamabad’s efforts. And Russian 

Envoy to Afghanistan ZamirKabulov speaking on Russia’s Afghanistan Daily that Pakistan is key regional 

player to negotiate with. He further said, “putting pressure on Pakistan may seriously destabilize the 

region-wide security situation and result in negative consequences for Afghanistan. 

Summing up the whole discussion I would say that Pakistan and China will be accomplishing 

their mutual ventures particularly CPEC despite the many obstacles and hindrances put forward by India 

with the assistance of US. Pakistan will not be sandwiched between India’s and US’ stringent policies in 

the South Asia region because it has realized the unfruitful results in the long period of war on terror, at 

that time Pakistan has not another option except to be with the US. but now it is in better position in the 

whole geostrategic fulcrum of US. 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/30082017-pakistan-will-stop-at-nothing-for-cpec-oped/ 
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Arming Without Aiming: India’s Strategic Underpinning 

Asma Khalid 

South Asia is considered as one of the most insecure and unstable regions of the world where Pakistan 

and India are two major powers in term of military might, population, economy, and territory. South 

Asia has been a victim of traditional and non-traditional security issues where countries focus more on 

traditional security than non-traditional security issues. This factor has severely affected the overall 

security dimensions of the region. Due to various conflicts between both states, regional politics have 

witnessed the play of power. Pakistan is forced to remain in vigorous competition with India to ensure 

its security. On the other hand, India is struggling to achieve symmetry with China. To meet its 

objectives of regional hegemony, India has instituted the strategy of military modernization and 

increased defense spending. The triangle of Pakistan, China and India, and upcoming India-US 

collaboration has added new dimensions to the regional security equation and has increased the 

concerns of policy makers regarding the stability of the region.  

Since 1997, Indian defense spending has been growing at an average of 6.3 percent per year and 

has doubled in real terms. Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi announced a 10.95 percent hike, 

raising the 2017–2018 defense budget to $43 billion. Presently, India is the world’s largest importer of 

conventional weapons, with upwards of $100 billion expected to be spent on modernizing its defense 

forces over the next decade. In the context of India’s military modernization, two prospects are 

prevailing; first India aims to upgrade its outdated army and secondly, India is trying to cover the gap 

with China. Consequently, trends in recent technology development and Indian acquisition reflect that 

India’s defense acquisition is largely facilitated by Russia, France, Israel, United States and the other 

European States. Due to these arms suppliers, India is ranked as world’s largest arms importer, and 

foreign assistance has allowed India to achieve its ambitions of surveillance-armed drones, MIRVs, short 

and long-range missiles, development of BMD system and the sophisticated space program. Acquisition, 

development, and integration of these advanced technologies in India’s military forces reflect India’s 

future aspirations and offensive strategies to acquire the status of regional hegemon.  

Previously In 2004, India introduced a new military doctrine as a part of its grand strategy to 

ensure training, procurement, services and national policies to achieve an edge in future military 

operations under the nuclear umbrella against Pakistan. It is based on the pre-emptive strike to reduce 

the mobilization period of integrated battle groups for limited war. The doctrine aims to launch a 

retaliatory punitive conventional strike to inflict maximum damage by using conventional arms at the 

time of crisis and use it as a bargaining chip.JaganathSankaran, “The Enduring Power of Bad Ideas: ‘Cold 

Start’ and Battlefield Nuclear Weapons in South Asia,” Arms control Association, 14 November 2014, 

https://www.armscontrol.org/ACT/201_11/Features/Cold-Start-and-Battlefield-Nuclear-Weapons-in-

South-Asia. 

Though Pakistan’s particular Cold Start exercise is still in the initial stage, it has increased the 

concerns of Pakistan defense planners because of its offensive posture. On 6 September 2015, Former 
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Chief of Army Staff Gen Raheel Sharif stated: “Pakistan is capable of dealing with all kinds of internal and 

external threats, be it conventional or sub-conventional, cold start or hot start. We are ready”. Such 

developments reflect that India’s increased defense spending and Cold Start Doctrine based on the 

massive militarization thrust, force the regional states to enhance their military capabilities, as well as 

such developments, has the potential to disturb the balance of power and increase instability in the 

region.  

Along with the conventional acquisition of India, its nuclear stockpiles are also a matter of great 

concern for regional as well as global security planners. In SIPRI 2017 report titled as “Trends in World 

Nuclear Forces 2017”, it is stated that “India is gradually expanding the size of its nuclear weapon 

stockpile as well as its infrastructure for producing nuclear warheads. It plans to build six fast breeder 

reactors, which will significantly increase its capacity to produce plutonium for weapons. India is also 

currently expanding its uranium enrichment capabilities with the construction of a new safeguarded gas 

centrifuge facility. India’s expanded centrifuge enrichment capacity has been motivated by plans to 

build new naval propulsion reactors, but the potential excess capacity could also signify its intention to 

move towards thermonuclear weapons by blending the current plutonium arsenal with uranium 

secondaries.” Such developments had challenged the security and strategic stability of the region and 

influenced the nuclear postures of regional states, and reveals that the combination of India’s massive 

conventional and nuclear capabilities is worrisome for regional peace.  

To conclude, Although Pakistan has sophisticated conventional capabilities and credible delivery 

system for its security and nuclear deterrence against the outside aggression but Indian Cold Start 

Doctrine, high military spending, missile development program and acquisition of BMD-system, as well 

as nuclear powered submarine along with long range ballistic missiles development, indicates that India 

has aggressive intentions regarding strategic interest in the region, which is alarming for regional 

security and stability. 

http://southasiajournal.net/arming-without-aiming-indias-strategic-underpinning/ 
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Artificial Intelligence: Transpiring Journey to Counter Terrorism 

Ubaid Ahmed 

Tenders for Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the arena of counter-terrorism is one of the quickest developing 

segments of security programming. Artificial intelligence is essentially the intelligence of machines; it’s 

an area of computer sciences that emphasizes the creation of intelligent machines that work and react 

like humans. 

A standout among the most critical applications of computerized reasoning is the gathering and 

processing of the collected data. One really cannot wage a conventional war against terrorism, yet a 

vital component for battling fear-based oppression in the words of Sun Tzu is great knowledge, that is to 

say a good intelligence. The finest way to ensure the protection of our assets and to detain terrorists is 

to comprehend what they are planning ahead of the execution of their plans. So, one of the central 

obstructions in this fight is not just the securing of the essential insights, but also that very capacity to 

process the majority of gathered information. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is progressively utilized as a part of a blend with physical 

reconnaissance. Rather than simply having a man watching a bank of security screens, an AI-upgraded 

CCTV framework cannot only spot potential issues itself, but also signals the security staff. These 

frameworks have been in utilization in cities like Chicago and London for quite a long time. However, the 

recognition abilities that many of these frameworks have are also to a certain degree helpful in fighting 

terrorism. 

The gravest threats to the lives and liberties of humanity are the ones posed by terrorism and 

that too in its different manifestations; the relentless diffusion of deadly technologies allows 

progressively smaller groups to wreak increasingly greater destruction. Globalization has enhanced 

terrorists’ ability to travel, communicate, and transport weapons. Cyber Threat is the greatest threat to 

the national security of nation-states, as it appears now and in future; the framework of warfare is 

basically changing. 

The establishment of everything contentious is on the web. Each familiar luxury we enjoy in the 

internet can be pivoted on us and utilized against us. At the point when the aim is there, a cyber-hacker 

may take our data freely to disturb and create fear practically identical to conventional terrorism or that 

particular hacker may also try to breach those Permissive Action Links (PALS) encrypted on the nuclear 

warheads. 

Terrorists now are ‘embracing the web’ more than ever before. Fanatics of all brands are 

progressively using social media to recruit, radicalize and raise funds and the most adroit expert of this 

approach is the Islamic State (IS). They have been very fluent on social media. Similarly they are also 

now able to hide their identities using encryption tools which were once only available with the 

government agencies. 
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Furthermore, another vital problem here is the nature and form of the content being posted by these 

groups and that is usually ‘video’. While, photographs could easily be scanned, videos make screening 

and scanning a bit more problematical because of the different individual frames within. On Facebook 

alone,around 100 million videos are watched daily, which is a huge amount to moderate. The story does 

not end here; the aforementioned problem is amplified by copies and shared content, all of which can 

be re-posted even if the original is removed somehow. 

However, to save millions of lives from the jeopardy of terrorism and the aforesaid cyberspace 

problem, new tools must be developed and in the near future Artificial Intelligence (AI) would be 

managing the process. Facebook’s CEO Mark Zukerberg has asserted that incorporating AI into social 

media would help in distinguishing news stories about terrorism and actual terrorist propaganda. AI also 

uses image matching techniques, which allows the site to recognize and prevent the upload of terrorist 

propaganda images or videos that have previously been flagged. Likewise it is also experimenting 

with language understanding to recognize terrorist content through “text-based signals.” 

The field of AI is progressing quickly and will keep on having numerous applications in the battle 

against dread or to say in the fight against terror. Currently, however, the progressions in these sorts of 

projects are not so prodigious that we can rely upon them to supplant humans who have the capacity to 

utilize rationale, but in the years to come AI would holistically revolutionize the security paradigm. 

http://www.eurasiareview.com/30082017-artificial-intelligence-transpiring-journey-to-counter-terrorism-

oped/ 
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Do More, Do More, Do More 

Saman Rizwan 

The policy that came out after months of deliberations by the newly elected President Trump, to end 

the longstanding war in Afghanistan appears highly flawed. However, the policy deals with three key 

areas: first, no predetermined timelines for the U.S. troops withdrawal hence putting the argument of 

the ‘indefinite war’ on its toes. Second, the need for achieving the greater operational capacity for 

‘killing terrorists,’ which in turn laid the point of ‘nation building’ to rest. And lastly, how can U.S. ever 

skip the regional dimension about any conflict? A hardline stance has been established against Pakistan 

while expecting more support from India. The strategy, however, signifies the element of obliviousness 

that exists in the policy as policies like these further deepen the regional animosities and might bring the 

relationship between the United States and Pakistan towards a point of rupture.  

In the course of Clinton administration, the term ‘strategic ally’ was coined for the very first time 

about India. Though the same policy was then pursued by George Bush, which suffered a 

discontinuation after 9/11 as the global politics took a 360-degree turn and the status of major non-

NATO ally was then designated to Pakistan in its ongoing war on terror. There seems no uncertainty in 

the fact that the Pakistan-U.S relationship has undergone through choppy waters especially as the war 

against terror; hence, aggrandizing manifold resistances reason being the multiplied amount of burden 

cast by Washington on Islamabad with the demand to ‘do more’ for eliminating the terrorists’ networks. 

Being Washington’s major non-NATO ally called for providing blanket over flight, corridor privileges for 

conducting intelligence activities, access to Pakistan’s naval bases and finally cutting all diplomatic ties 

with the government of Taliban. Though in return of this alliance, financial aid was provided to Pakistan.  

Much emphasis has been given over ‘killing terrorists’ while wholly undermining the significance 

that ‘nation building’ holds which acts as a precondition in the reawakening of a country which has been 

drained socially, economically or politically. The protracted presence of American troops in Afghanistan 

has proved futile up till now, as even after 16 years the Afghan Taliban have successfully upheld their 

influence in the primary areas of the war-torn Afghanistan. In the recently held meeting between US 

Ambassador David Hale, the Pakistan Chief of Army Staff stressed upon three factors: ‘Trust, 

understanding and acknowledgment’ of the efforts made by Pakistan in curbing terrorism. An assertion 

was also made by him that to fight terrorism one needs to be in full apprehension of terrorist’s plan 

ahead of their execution and that could only be achieved through robust intelligence sharing. Besides, at 

the heart of the issue, trust building would act as a cornerstone between Pakistan and United States.  

Another factor to be pointed out will be the lack of the Pakistani leadership; as such a move was 

not anticipated by them earlier. Until now, our responses have remained solely reactive, and issues with 

this amount of convolution require clarity. In comparison to Pakistan, India is undoubtedly progressing 

with the influential lobbying tactics while Pakistan evidently runs short of such strategies.  

To sum it up, the United States and Pakistan are equally significant in reducing this discord. And 

the only way forward is to accept the blunders that were made by both the states’ and put effort in 
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formulating a holistic policy. Also, turbulence in Afghanistan would prove more damaging for Pakistan 

than any of the countries’ involved. Until there is a clear strategy by US and Pakistan; the probability of 

solving the Afghanistan fiasco is quite less. The world, however, needs to concede the point that terror 

cannot be killed, as war cannot be waged against any ideology. No magic wand can overcome this tide, 

not with coercion at the least. Also, the US administration should keep in mind the famous lines by 

Winston Churchill that, “to jaw-jaw is always better than to war-war.” Thus highlighting the very 

significance attached with dialogue. The probability of this toughening stance will not result in any 

prolific outcomes for any of the involved actors. 

http://southasiajournal.net/do-more-do-more-do-more/ 
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CPEC An Effective Tool Against Terrorism 

S. Sadia Kazmi 

CPEC ever since it was just an idea, talked of bringing peace, prosperity and stability to the region and 

beyond. However, it has also given a sufficient space for the skeptics to vent out their impulsive rants 

and be a source of therapy for them. The statement by Daniel Coats, Director of National Intelligence 

US, is quite a pertinent example here which seems more of an attempt to undermine the potential of 

the CPEC along with holding Pakistan accountable for anything that is or could go wrong between India 

and Pakistan. He had been vocal in stating that “the emerging China-Pakistan Economic Corridor will 

offer soft target to militants and terrorists”. Not only that but he also testified before a Senate 

Committee on Intelligence that Pakistan is solely responsible for the deteriorating relations with India. 

He stated that “Islamabad’s failure to curb support to anti-India militants and New Delhi’s growing 

intolerance of this policy, coupled with a perceived lack of progress in Pakistan’s investigations into the 

January 2016 Pathankot cross-border attack, set the stage for a deterioration of bilateral relations in 

2016”. Coats stated that Pakistan-based terrorist networks “will present a sustained threat to US 

interests in the region and continue to plan and conduct attacks in India and Afghanistan.”  He further 

opined that “The groups we judge will pose the greatest threat to Pakistan’s internal security include 

Tehreek-e Taliban Pakistan, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, al Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent, ISIS-K, Laskhar-e-

Jhangvi, and Lashkar-e Jhangvi al-Alami”. 

It is true that terrorism is a reality. However, it is also not to be forgotten that it is not just 

Pakistan’s problem. No country is free from this threat. At the same time CPEC is the least vulnerable to 

the security threats when compared to the other five economic corridors that China plans to pursue as 

part of its Belt and Road Initiative. However, one must not lose sight of some of the realities either. 

Talking specifically about Pakistan, the menace of terrorism continues to pose a major threat to 

Pakistan’s internal as well as external security. While the external threats remain intact primarily India 

trying to sabotage CPEC through Afghanistan, nonetheless the dedicated efforts manifested through 

military operations like Zarb e Azb, RaddulFassad, and recently concluded Operation Khyber IV, have 

been successful in wiping off the internal terrorism to a large extent. While the security of the state and 

its people figure prominently in these efforts, simultaneously these have also been aimed at producing 

conducive environment for the foreign investment. Right now, CPEC is the major concern that will not 

only eventually bring stability and prosperity but also requires a secure internal environment to 

continue to evolve. Hence these operations were also launched to create a suitable environment for the 

CPEC. Pakistan army has dedicated battalions throughout the route map to keep a strict check on any 

terrorist related activities internally. Pakistan has employed its Police Force, Army Divisions and Naval 

Task Force to provide dedicated security and the outcome is essentially encouraging. Two armed 

divisions have been erected by the army in 2015. A Naval Task Force 88 has been set up in November 

2016. A Police Special Security Force has been raised last year. There are joint military exercises besides 

intelligence-sharing. 
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China on its part is also quite adamant at making the CPEC a reality since it’s the flagship project 

of its Belt and Road Initiative. The huge investment and the fast pace at which the projects are being 

completed is reflective of this determination. At the same time China, has not taken its eyes off its own 

internal security issues, specifically in Xinjian province where it is feared that the contiguity with the 

adjacent Muslim regions might bring insurgents from Afghanistan to cause unrest. To deal with this 

issue China has plans to put in place a control system and electric monitoring of the border between 

China and adjacent states to keep a better scrutiny of any untoward possibilities. The concept of safe 

cities for Pakistan has also been shared specifically with regards to Peshawar, Lahore, Karachi and 

Islamabad. The main aim is to keep the centers of trade, economic and political activities stable and 

running smoothly. The monitoring with the help of scanners will give better control with regards to 

mitigating any possible security issues. Hence the resolve to crack down on terrorist acts is strong on 

both sides. 

All these measures are reflective of the fact that the statements such as one given by Coats are 

either the lack of knowledge or an intentional attempt at ignoring the practical steps that have been 

taken to address security issues. The agenda only seems to be unabashedly issue demoralizing picture of 

the CPEC. The only factual reality is that the development projects are being executed speedily 

throughout Pakistan under CPEC and that CPEC will play an important role in elimination of terrorism, 

extremism and poverty from the region. Simultaneously the efforts can be further enhanced by 

launching collaborative foreign approach to counter terrorism. 

http://foreignpolicynews.org/2017/08/31/cpec-effective-tool-terrorism/ 
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International Day Against Nuclear Test and Glimpse of Non-

Proliferation 

Maimuna Ashraf 

Dr Kenneth T Bainbridge was the physicist who directed the first atomic bomb test, and Trinity was the 

codename given to the world’s first nuclear explosion by Dr J Robert Oppenheimer, known as the ‘father 

of atomic bomb’ for leading the World War II Manhattan Project that produced the first atomic bomb. 

His reaction to the Trinity test, in which he recalled a line from Bhagavad Gita is also remarkable: “Now I 

am become death, the destroyers of worlds.” 

The “foul and awesome display” of this plutonium implosion device was seen on July 16, 1945 at 

a site known as Jornade del Muerto, located in the New Mexico desert at Alamogordo, a few miles south 

of Los Alamos. The world recently observed the 72nd anniversary of the dawn of nuclear age. 

Since the first nuclear explosion till now, 2,120 nuclear test explosions have been recorded at 

dozens of test sites around the world by eight states: P5, India, Pakistan and North Korea. The US tested 

1,030 atomic bombs. Russia, the second nuclear power, had 727 nuclear tests. The UK carried out 88 

nuclear weapon tests, France 217 and China 47. India tested its first nuclear device in 1974, while 

reportedly six other nuclear devices were fired in 1998. Responding to India’s nuclear weapon 

explosions, Pakistan detonated six nuclear devices at Chagai. North Korea exploded three nuclear 

weapons in 2006, 2009 and 2013 respectively, and another one recently. 

To ensure protection of people’s lives and environment, most of the atomic tests are conducted 

underwater or underground; however, almost 528 tests in early years were detonated in the 

atmosphere, resulting in spread of radioactive material. Often the underground nuclear explosions also 

vent radiations into the atmosphere, and leave radioactive contamination in soil. 

To advocate the banning of nuclear tests and to educate the world about the legacy impact of 

nuclear detonation, the UN unanimously approved a draft resolution on December 02, 2009 to declare 

August 29 the International Day against Nuclear Tests. The resolution was initiated by the Republic of 

Kazakhstan with a view to commemorate the closure of the Semipalatinsk Nuclear test facility on August 

29, 1991, which was the world’s largest underground nuclear test site containing 181 separate tunnels; 

almost 460 nuclear explosions were conducted there, and a few reportedly resulted in dispersion of 

plutonium in the environment. The facility was closed by the Kazakhstan government after the 

dissolution of the USSR in 1991. 

After the establishment of the International Day against Nuclear Test, all states party to the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) committed themselves to “achieve peace and security of world without 

nuclear weapons” in May 2010. The inaugural commemoration of the International Day against Nuclear 

Tests was marked on August 29, 2010. 
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Therein lies the question as to why states detonate nuclear weapons if they jeopardise human 

health and environment. And is it enough to celebrate an international day against nuclear tests, and 

what other international mechanism has been placed in this deference? Pragmatically, states conduct 

nuclear tests to evaluate new warhead designs and to create more sophisticated weapons. An 

international instrument to ban all civilian or military purposed nuclear tests in all environments is not a 

novel agenda of nuclear arms control. In August 1963, the Partial Test Ban Treaty (PTBT), signed by the 

US, the UK and the USSR, entered into force, and banned the nuclear testing of signatory states in the 

atmosphere, outer space and underwater but not underground. Though underground, not only nuclear 

weapons testing continued but the quantity also increased. 

Later, the PTBT became redundant with the signing of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 

(CTBT) in September 1996, which bans all nuclear explosions in all environments. Before the CTBT, all 

treaties entered into force limit but not ban nuclear tests. Nonetheless, the CTBT will enter into force 

only after the 44 states listed in the treaty ratify it, of which 41 signed the treaty, 36 ratified, while the 

DPRK, India and Pakistan have neither signed nor ratified it. 

Interestingly, five nuclear-capable states Egypt, Iran, Israel, including two NPT signatory states 

China and US, have signed but not ratified the CTBT. The conferences to facilitate the objectives of the 

CTBT takes place every other year, and 2017 marks the 21st anniversary of the opening for signing of the 

treaty. Since 1996, Pakistan, India and the DPRK have tested their nuclear weapons, while many states 

including the US and Russia claim they have not tested nuclear weapons since the signing of the treaty. 

In 2009 President Barack Obama outlined his vision of a world free of nuclear weapons, and 

later he forged new treaties to reduce the number of and spread of nuclear arsenal. On the contrary, he 

promised in the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review to uphold the triad of nuclear arsenal supported by every 

former US president. At the end of 2010, the US ratified the New START agreement with Russia to limit 

both sides’ arsenal to 1,550, but again no advancement ensued on a treaty that puts a permanent ban 

on nuclear tests. 

Notwithstanding that the US and Russia did not explode nuclear weapons after signing the CTBT, 

since 1997-2014, the US has held 28 “subcritical, sub-zero tests in the form of computer simulations” at 

the Nevada National security site. Conversely, Russia has also been conducting subcritical experiments 

involving both uranium and weapons-grade plutonium at Novaya Zemlya test site near the Arctic Circle. 

It means that in the absence of an option for underground testing that previously provided assurance 

about the reliability of deployed nukes, designers of nuclear weapons now depend on computer 

simulations along with laboratory level nuclear tests to ensure and enhance the safety and reliability of 

nuclear weapons. 

The Los Alamos National Laboratory was the first to conduct the subcritical experiment in 1997. 

The website of the US Department of State on computer simulation says: “Today, weapons designers 

benefit from better simulation tools and computers capable of running highly detailed calculations. 

Successes to date indicate that a cadre of world-class scientists and engineers can employ physics-based 

simulations, modern experiments, validations against collections of re-analysed data from previous 
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underground nuclear explosive tests, and peer reviews to support stockpile decisions well into the 

future without the need to return to nuclear explosive testing. These computer simulation advances 

provide the United States with the ability to monitor and maintain the nuclear weapons stockpile 

without nuclear explosive testing.” 

Evidently, keeping an option by not ratifying the CTBT and conducting subcritical tests shows 

that the US aims to improve its arsenal qualitatively and wish to maintain its option or ability to conduct 

onerous underground nuclear testing if it becomes indispensable. Inevitably, Russia would also change 

its attitude towards the CTBT although it has ratified the CTBT in 2000 if the safety or readiness of their 

nuclear arsenal would no more comply with the treaty. The CTBT is a zero-yield ban, but the US and the 

UK held hydronuclear tests with yields up to four pounds, whereas Russia, France and China chose yield 

limits of 10 tons, 300 tons, or an exemption for peaceful nuclear detonation, respectively. Such yield 

limits are unacceptable to many NNWS while a preference for peaceful nuclear explosion exemption has 

been rejected by almost every NNWS. 

Thus, the contour of the subject is that there is still a possibility to modernise the nuclear 

warhead components, verify the reliability of aging nuclear stockpiles and stimulate the environmental 

effects even if all 44 states ratify the CTBT because it does not stop them from hydronuclear subcritical 

test through computer simulation; and it allows NWS to qualitatively improve their arsenals at sub-zero. 

A grim reminder on the International Day against Nuclear Test is that a discriminatory CTBT would not 

fulfil the nuclear-test-ban ethos till it removes any escape routes including explosives or non-explosive 

tests. 

http://foreignpolicynews.org/2017/08/31/international-day-nuclear-test-glimpse-non-proliferation/ 


